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AHSTRACT.-Paynr, RoOrrt R. 1987. I ' op~~la t ions  and type specimen.$ 
of a nomadzc Dird: comme~1t.F o n  thr  North American crossbills Loxia 
pusillla Glogrr 1834 and Crucirostra minor Brehm 1845. Occ. Pap. Mus. 
Zool. Cinzu. Michigan, 714: 1-37, figs. 1-9 .  The type specimens of Loxia 
p~ls i l la  and Cruciro.\tm rninor were comp;lred with spec imcns of crossbills 
lrom northern and castern North America. T h e  type of Loxin pusilln is a 
large-hillrd bird rcscrnbling crossbills frorn the Appalachian region. It also 
falls within the range ot variation of thr westr1.n form L. ct~n~ii-ostra 
O r ? l d ~ ~ ~ i  and ts synonym L. r .  Ornti. T h e  forms neogafa and Ornt, are here 
found to be indistitlguis11;ibIc from hendire? and are synonyms, but it is 
uncc1tair1 whether Drndii-rz in turn is a synonym of pnsilla. I<. c .  perrna 
from Newfoundland is a distirlct lorm, not a synotlym of pustlla. 'l'hc type 
ol Cr~rciroslra mznor was taken in Michigan in 1834 and rcscrnblrs the 
sr~iall-l)illcd birds that have bred in the statc during this century. It falls 
within the range of variation of birds fi-om the Pacific. northwest and frorn 
Icl;~lio. L o x ~ a  cirrz~iroslra ~zlIz~nsi.\  and L. c. rrai are iridistinguishablr 
aytioriynis ol L.  c. mznor. Breeding crossbills of the eastern IJnitecl States 
Irom M;tinc to Georgia arc lar-gcr than tlir type of m ~ n o r .  Crosshills in 
M i t h i g a ~ ~  vary considerably aricl significarit clifferericcs wrrc found both 
among counties and among years. I'tic~se prohably rrpi.csent different 
poprllatioris o r  rlliscd pop~llat ions,  or both. Banding rerovrry d a ~ a  showed 
rnovc,mcnr of inclividr~al crosshills bct~vccn western, crtrtral, and eastrrn 
North America, but no  direct evidrncc of  movements from thr Pacific 
northweht to the east. Bleeding data in this region are inadecluatc to test 
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whethcr tlie dillcrent forms represent gerlctic tlnirs, and Oiochemical and 
hehaviol-al s~udics  will be rcquireti LO dercrmine thc biologic-al distinctive- 
riess o f  crossbill popt~lat ions.  
Key words: Appalacl~ia,  crossbill, l.oxia curvil-osrra, C. L. Brc.hm, A .  C;. 
Koc,h, North A m ~ r z r a ,  A.licl~ign??, d i sp~rsa l ,  r ~ o m a d ~ . t m ,  band inx  r r r o i ~ ~ r r ~ ~ .  
INTRODUCTION 
North American Red Crossbills (Loxia curuirostra Linnaeus 1758) 
are morphologically variable across the continent. They are highly 
dispersive and irruptive in certain years, particularly in northern and 
eastern parts of their range. Breeding crossbills in eastern North 
America have usually been identified as L. c. pusilla Gloger 1834 or  
L. c. minor (Brehm 1845). Although thcse names have been widely used 
over the past 80 years, the type specimens have never been compared 
with other crossbills in North America. The  types were described and 
photographed in Berlin by van Rossem (1934), but he did not examine 
comparative matcrial at the timc and did not measure one of the two 
types (minor). With growing interest in crossbill biology in recent 
years (Nethersole-Thompson, 1975; Phillips, 1975, 1977; Knox, 1976, 
1983; Monson and Phillips, 1981; Groth, 1984), it is appropriate to 
compare these type specimens so that names can be matched with 
populations. Some biologists have suggested that crossbills recognized 
as different populations or subspecies may in certain cases be distinct 
species (Groth, 1984). Monson and Phillips (1981:223) viewed them as 
"independent little semi-species wandering around." In the present 
note I review the history of pusilla and minor and compare their 
morphological characteristics with those of birds taken more recently 
in the same areas. I also describe the evidence from banding reccveries 
that shows their long distance movements, and discuss certain prob- 
lems in systematics that follow from the crossbills' erratic seasons of 
brecding and movements. 
METHODS 
The  type specimens of pu.cilla and minor were borrowed from the 
Museum fur Naturkunde der Humboldt-LJniversitiit zu Berlin (=Zoo- 
logisches Museum Berlin, here called the Bcrlin Museum). They were 
compared in scvcral North American museums with the types of 
certain other forms as well as series of sl~ecirncns taken in the same 
place as the type, and sometinles in thc same year. A list of comparative 
material examined is provided in the Appendix. Thc  following mea- 
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surcments were taken for all crossbills: (1) Wing arc (mm), wing with 
primaries straightened and flattened, bend of wing to tip of longest 
primary. (2) Wing chord (mm), length of wing without flattening the 
primaries. (3) Bill length (mm) from anterior edge of nostril to tip of 
upper mandible. (4) Bill length (mm) from posterior margin of 
rhamphotheca just anterior to base of feathers of forehead to tip of 
upper mandible. (5) Bill width (mm), lower mandible, measured across 
posterior margins of mandibular rami. (6) Bill width (mm), measured 
across cutting edge of upper mandible at point perpendicular to line 
drawn co edge of bill lrom anterior margin of nostril. (7) Bill depth 
(mm) measured on a line perpendicular to edge of mandible and drawn 
through anterior edge of nostril. (8) rl'arsus (mm) measured from 
proximal edge of tarsometatarsus to distal edge of distalmost scale that 
overlies the three anterior toes. Bill depths were measured from some 
birds with incompletely closed bills-an artifact of specimen prepara- 
tion not seen in live crossbills (see Fig. 1). In measuring, the calipers 
compressed the bill above and below the nostril so that the edges were 
approximated. The  left tarsus was measured in most; however the 
tarsus tends to be shorter on the side of the bird to which the lower 
mandible crosses, perhaps in relation to the mechanics of opening pine 
cones (Knox, 1983). Color scores were determined by referring to the 
page, column, and row of the Methuen Colour Guide (Kornerup and 
Wanschcr, 1967). The color terms used to describe the plumage are 
from this guide. As crossbills cannot be aged consistently into age 
classes by plumage (Phillips, 1977), no  separation into age classes 
(other than by excluding the streaked juvenile specimens) was made. 
Birds in their first year (tletermined by skull pneumatization) tend to be 
sliglitly smaller (Tordofl, 1952); most specimens examined lacked any 
skull information, and no specimens were excluded from measurement 
on skull criteria alone. 
Measurements were compared bctween the two types and reference 
populations. The  pop~llations used for comparison were those which 
the historical evidence indicated as the sources of thr types, and 
populations from northern and eastern North America from which 
other named taxa have been described, as follows: southern Appala- 
chian states (Georgia was the apparent type loc-ality of L. pusilla 
Glogcr 1834, but this is not well documented) (Georgia, South Caro- 
lina, North Chrolina, Tennessee, and Virginia northwards through 
Montgomery County); Michigan (type locality of I,. minor [Brehm 
181151); Newfo~lnclland (lype locality of I,. c. p ~ r c n a  Bent 1912); Lake 
IJmbagog, Maine (type locality of I>. c. neogaea Griscom 1937); 
Gralton, North Dakota (type locality of L. c. benti Griscom 1937); 
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FIG. 1. \'ariation in bill size and shape in crossbills I,o.~in ctin~irostrn in norrhrrn and 
rastrrn North Amrric;~. a,  Rrrlin M~~sclirn 6984. type of I,o.xin pltsilln Gloger 1834. h, 
Rrrlin Musetim 6982, type of Crzu.iro.$trn minor  Rrehm 18.15. c ,  IIMMi! 11071I). Huron 
Mountain Club, Marqlir~tc County. Michigan, 28 Jan.  19.11. d, 11MMZ166116. Prinreton, 
N e ~ ~ . f o ~ ~ d l a n d ,  22 Junc 1942. e, ITMMZ 1661 31, Mt. Mitchell, North Carolina, 2 Mav 1930. 
f, ITMMZ 68340, Crafton. North Dakota. 8 Oct. 1931. 
Dismal Lake, Shoshone County, Idaho (tvpe locality of I,. c. reni 
Monson and Phillips 1981); Fort Klamath, Oregon (type locality of L. 
c. h e n d i r ~ i  Ridgwav 1885); and coastal British Columbia and southern 
Alaska (Admiralty Island, Alaska, the type locality of L. c. s i t k ~ n s i s  
Grinnell 1909). No tvpe series were ever collected for the other named 
taxa of North American L. rztr~~iro.~trn: L. c. me.~nw~ericnno Griscom 
1937, L. c. s/ricklondi Ridgway 1885. L. c. g r i n n ~ l l i  Griscom 1937, and 
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FIG. 1 ,  cont, g .  ITMMZ 1661 17, CZrolfville, Nova Scotia, 27 Feh. 1932. h ,  ITMMZ 830.57, 
Oxford Co., Ma~nc,  21 March 1904. i, I'SNM 94873, Fort Klamath, Oregon, 5 Dec. 1882. j ,  
CAS 60557, C2'rangell Isl;ind, Alaska, 4 June 1946. Note: a. I, and gare printed in rc\.erce for 
comparison so that thc hills appear to cros\ in the samedirection a \  in theother specimens. 
I-. c. uiridior Monson and Phillips 1981. Type specimens of these 
named taxa were not compared with the types of pusilln and minor  
because of geographic distribution (the two Berlin types were not taken 
in southwestern North America) and because of the absence of type 
series. Large samples of ten or more birds were available from the time 
(within a year) and place of collection of the type of henti and bendirpi; 
collections made locally over several years were used for percnn. 
Collections over a larger area and a series of  years were pooled for the 
remaining forms. Especially in these latter forms the samples may be 
heterogeneous, as more than one crossbill population may appear in 
an area in different years in irruptive or  migratory movements. Also 
included are measurements from a large series taken in one locality in 
eastern North America (Algonquin National Park, Ontario) and a 
specimen from a nearby breeding population (Lawrence, 1949). 
Specimens examined were in the American Museum of Natural 
History (AMNH), Museum of Northern Arizona (MNA), California 
Academy of Sciences (CAS), Carnegie Museum of Natural History 
(CM), Cornell ITniversity (CIT), Central Michigan IJniversity (CMIT), 
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Delaware Museum of Natural History (DEL), 1;icld Museum of Nat- 
ural History (FMNH), Grand Rapids Public Museum (GRPM), Kala- 
rnazoo College o l  Science (KCS) collection now ;it Kalamazoo Nature 
Center-Michigan Audubon Society (KNC), Ilniversity of Kansas Mu- 
seum of Natural History (KIJ), Louisiana State IJniversity Museum of 
Zoology (LSU), Michigan Technical University (MTECI-I), Michigan 
State IJniversity (MStJ), Ilniversity of Montana Zoology Museum 
(IIMZM), Museum of Comparative Zoology (MCZ), Museum of Verte- 
brate Zoology, University of Calilornia (MVZ), National Museum of 
Canada (NMC), Royal Oniario Museunl (ROM), San Diego Museum 
of Natural History (SDMNH; AMR c.ollec.tion of A.M. Rea), LJ. S. 
National Museum (IJSNM), University of Georgia Museum of Natural 
History (IJGA), University of Michigan Biological Station (UMBS), 
IJniversity of Michigan Exhibits Museurn (IJMEM), University of 
Michigan Museum of Zoology (IJMMZ), Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
and State University (VTECH, including JGG collection of J.G. 
Groth), and Yale University Peabody Museum (YALE). For certain 
geographic areas only the first museum samplc or samples that I 
cxarninecl were measured (especially for western Canada and Alaska). 
An objective o f  the study was to test whether the types of pu.silla and 
nzinor fell witllin the range of variation of other samples taken in  the 
same localities. The  large sample areas of southern Appalachia and 
Michigan provide an outer limit of variation within which the types 
were expected to fall. The  more local populations of other named taxa 
are useful for comparison both to the types and to other taxa in  which 
they have sometimes been included. However, except for L. c. neognea, 
none of the types or type series were known to be from breeding 
populations. Another objective was to compare the type series with 
each other, where type series were known. The  present study does not 
test the nature of intergrading or distinctiveness arnong all included 
taxa. Few breeding crossbills have been collected frorn the northern and 
rastern parts of North America. Biological data si1c.h as song and 
biochemical genetic information are not generally available for North 
American crossbills. Nor is the nature of the reproductive interaction 
between different morphological extremes that rnay brecd in a common 
area, or population data from the movements of individual birds. 
IJnivai-iate and multivariate numerical tcchniclues were carried out  
on the available population samples. A descriptive technique (prin- 
cipal components analysis) using a covariauce matrix was used to 
compare samples and to compare the types with selected population 
san~ples.  For the principal components analysis, five characters were 
selected: ( I ) ,  (3) ,  (4),  (7), and (8). Character (2, wing chord) was nearly 
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identical to character (1, wing arc); the standard deviation was rnargi- 
nally greater for (2). Characters (5, bill width at base) and (6, bill width 
at nostril) were of low repeatability; the measured bill width in the 
same individual varied more than 10%. The  measurements were 
transformed to natural logarithms in  order to decrease the difference in 
scaling and variance among characters, while retaining an emphasis 
on size. The rationale for log transformation of measured data is 
discussed in Bookstein et al. (1985). Quantitative comparisons were 
made using programs available in MIDAS (Statistical Research Labor- 
atory, University of Michigan). Because the types were unique, statisti- 
cal inierence was not attempted for these specimens. Graphic inter- 
pretation of the results was generally consistent with visual compari- 
son of the specimens. The  Ontario sample was not included in these 
analyses; separate analyses are available for the Ontario birds. 
HISTORICAL COMMENTS 
Lox ia  cun~iros tra  pusilla Gloger 1834 
L[ox ia]pus i l l a  Gloger 1834, Vollst. Handb. Naturg. Vogel Europa's, 
1, p. 356. (Nordamerika). 
Gloger (1834: 356) published the name L. pusilla Lcht. in a footnote 
to his account of Lox ia  curuirostra and compared the two in size and 
color: "Man sieht den Vogel bei uns nicht sellen eben so klein, wie oft 
den amerikanischen, die ?I, .  pusilla Lcht. und Curuirostra nmericana 
Wls., der schwerlich von ihm verschieden, nur meist etwas rother ist." 
Gloger's reference to Lichtenstein was evidently to an unpublished 
manuscript name. Although two reviewers suggested to me that the 
name may be a nomen nudum, the publication by Gloger constitutes a 
description, even though it is not as detailed as in certain other 
taxonomic descriptions or in current practice. The publication is 
available insofar as it meets the 1985 Code's Article 12 (Names 
published before 193 1 .-(a) Requirements). Gloger did not designate a 
type specimen, so there is no  holotype: Stresemann's (1922:42) publica- 
tion ol Berlin specimen 6984 as "Der Typus" designated a lecto~ype. 
'The type specimen was acquired from the naturalist-dealer C. H. 
Bescke in I-Iamburg, and according to Stresemann (1922) came from 
Georgia. Its plumage is Methuen "orange-red" (8B7). The  measure- 
ments are recorded in Table 1; the bill is illustrated in Fig. 1. It was 
accompanied by another specimen in female plumage (no. 6985), also 
seen by van Rossem (1934); this is being remade into a study skin (G. 
8 Payne Ocr. Pa;l~rr.~ 
Mauersberger, in litt.). When van Rossem (1934) saw the male speci- 
men it was mounted as a display; it has since been remade as a study 
skin. The  label on the mount seen in van Rossem's photograph is now 
attached to the specimen; the only difference is the addition of register 
number 6984. 'The history of the specimen was summarized by van 
Rossem, presumably with information provided by Stresemann. The  
date "Nov. 1823" on the label indicates not the date of collection but of 
acquisition ("Eingang") by the Berlin Museum. T h c  specimen was 
collecteti by Bescke's son who sent his father bird skins from several 
eastern states including Georgia. Possibly Stresemann (1922) desig- 
nated Georgia as the type locality on the basis of correspondence 
concerning the similar, large-billed birds (USNM 10535, 32400) col- 
lected by J. L. Le Conte at Midway, Liberty County, Georgia, in 1846 
and 1850. Through R. L. Zusi, the Smithsonian Archives searched for 
c.orrespondence between Stresemann and the USNM staff concerning 
crossbills, without success. 
TABLE I 
MEASUREMENTS ( M M )  OF TWO EARLY 'I'YPE SI'ECIMFNS OF I>oxza ~ u r u i r o ~ t r a  
Charactrr L. f~uszlla C. minor  
wing It~ngth, arc 
wing length, chord 
bill Irorn nosuil 
bill from llrad 
bill width at lower mandiblr 
bill width at nostril 
bill dcpth 
" cstirnatctl; tile tarsi were broken and I-eglued when the spec irntxn was converted from a 
mount to a stutlv skin 
Alexander Wilsori (181 1 )  was the first to dcscribc a crossbill from 
North America. His Curuirostra americana, recognized by Bonaparte 
(1838) as the species Lox ia  americana, is a junior secondary homonym 
of Lox ia  nmericana Gmelin 1789 (=Sporophila americana [Gmelin]) 
and thcrefore invalid (International Trust for Zoological Nomencla- 
ture, 1985, referred to here as "Code, 1985": Ar~icles 57c (i), 59b). 
Hellmayr (1938) pointed out these two uses of the name Lox ia  
ampricana, and he replaced Wilson's name with Crucirostra m i n o r  
Brehm. Whether the specimens illustrated by Wilson refer to m i n o r  or 
to pu.~i l la  is uncertain; the bill is shorter than the tarsus, as in m i n o r  
(sec 'l'ables 1 and 2), bul disproportionately so and unlike specimens 
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that I have measured. Wilson's types were in Peale's Museum in 
Philadelphia and apparently have been lost (Hellmayr, 1938). 
Lox ia  curuirostra m i n o r  (Brehm 1845) 
Crucirostra m i n o r  Brehm, 1845, Isis von Oken, Leipzig, 11: col. 267: 
Nord Amerika. 
At the time of van Rossem's visit to the Berlin Museum, the type 
specimen of Crucirostra m i n o r  was known only to have come from 
"Nord Amerika." Subsequently Stresemann determined that it was 
collected in Michigan. The specimen label, in Stresemann's handwrit- 
ing, bears the informalion "Black River 50 engl. Meilen oberh. 
[=oberhalb] Miindung in Michigan," and "Jan./Marz 1834 Franz 
Schumann & Albert Koch leg.," as noted by Eck (1981). Koch was a 
naturalist and collector from Germany who resided for a few years in 
St. Clair, St. Clair County, southeastern Michigan. His life there has 
not been recorded in detail. He visited a sawmill on the Black River 
near Lake Huron in 1832 (Koch, 1850: 351). This river is the only Black 
River in the area of St. Clair, so it is probably the one that is the type 
locality. At the present time, 50 miles above the mouth of the Black 
River is near Deckerville in Sanilac County. Contenlporary historical 
maps of Michigan in ~ h c  early 1800's showed a "Black River" running 
eastward from the thumb region of Michigan into Lake Huron south 
of Saginaw Bay but no such river exists today. Koch left Michigan for 
St. Louis, Missouri, where his name appeared in September 1836 as the 
proprietor of lhe St. Louis Museum (Koch, 1972: xix, 153). He 
remained in St. Louis for a few years, then travelled in Europe from 
1841 to 1843, where hc sold specimens to the Royal Museum in Berlin 
(Koch, 1972: xxvii). The  following year he returned to the United 
States. Descriplions of his later expeditions in fossil hunting were 
published (Koch, 1972), but his earlier diaries were lost. The  history of 
Koch is consistent with his having taken the type specimen of m i n o r  in 
southeastern Michigan in early 1834. I have not located any informa- 
tion about Schumann. 
Although publication of the name Crucirostra m i n o r  is usually cited 
(e.g. Griscom, 1937; Paynter, 1968) as Brehm 1846, that work was 
publislled later than Brehm's brief description of the taxon in his 
review in Isis 1845, so the correct citation is Brehm 1845. 
Cruciro.rtra m i n o r  was described by Brehm (1845) in no  more detail 
than as a small crossbill from North America. He later implicitly 
designatetl a specimen as a type when he illustrated and labelled it 
(Brehm, 1853; reprinted by Maucrsberger, 1976). Berlin specimen 6982 
TABLE 2 - 0 
VARIATION I N  MEASUREMENTS (MM) OF GEOGRAPHIC SAMPLES OF Loxia curuzrostraa 
Character Male Female 
N min max mean SD 
- 
IV m i n  max mean SD 
wing length, arc 
wing length, chord 
bill, nostril 
bill, head 
bill width, mandible 
bill width, nostril 
bill depth 
tarsus 
wing length, arc 
wing length, chord 
bill, nostril 
bill, head 
bill width, mandible 
bill width, nostril 
bill depth 
tarsus 
wing length, arc 












Maine: Lake Umbagog 
23 85. 94. 89.04 2.44 
23 85. 94. 88.65 2.50 
23 12.2 16.6 14.26 0.95 
23 15. l 19.5 16.87 0.93 
23 5.9 10.4 8.94 0.91 
23 5.7 7.7 6.78 0.58 
23 8.0 10.4 9.40 0.60 
22 14.8 17.0 15.99 0.54 
Newfoundland 
43 90. 98. 92.70 1.70 
43 89. 98. 92.02 1.70 
42 13.9 16.4 15.16 0.52 
42 16.6 19.4 17.91 0.57 

TABLE 2 Continued 
Character Male Female 
N min max mean SD N min max mean SD 
bill width, nostril 
bill depth 
tarsus 
wing length, arc 
wing length, chord 
bill, nostril 
b ~ l l ,  head 
bill width, mandible 
bill width, nostril 
bill depth 
tarsus 
wing length, arc 
xving length, chord 
bill, nostril 
bill, head 
bill width, mandible 












British Columbia: coastal 
90. 85.50 2.16 
89. 84.69 2.11 
14.7 12.96 0.72 
17.2 15.01 0.88 
10.0 8.01 1.24 
7.7 6.29 0.73 
10.0 8.64 0.44 
18.0 15.56 0.75 
2 
-4 
Ontario: Algonquin National Park - -1 
wing length, arc 33 82. 96. 87.21 3.84 21 79. 91. 84.76 3.36 
wing length, chord 33 82. 95. 86.52 3.81 21 79. 91. 84.14 3.31 
bill, nostril 33 11.9 16.5 13.34 1.27 21 11.5 16.2 13.04 1.26 
bill, head 33 13.7 18.7 15.43 1.40 21 12.4 18.8 15.03 1.52 
bill width, mandible 33 7.0 9.6 7.86 0.69 21 6.6 9.3 7.50 0.75 
bill width, nostril 33 5.2 8.4 6.25 0.62 21 5.2 7.1 6.07 0.58 5 
bill depth 33 7.9 9.8 8.62 0.55 21 7.8 9.9 5 8.41 0.65 rc 
tarsus 33 14.2 18.9 15.79 0.92 21 14.0 17.1 15.74 0.88 
0 
Idaho: Shoshone County 5 
wing length, arc 10 81. 87. 83.50 1.71 2 81. 85. 83.0 z 
wing length, chord 10 81. 86. 83.00 1.56 2 81. 84. 82.5 0 z 
bill, nostril 10 12.4 13.7 12.80 0.37 2 12.1 13.0 12.6 3 
bill, head 10 14.4 16.2 15.00 0.52 2 14.4 15.6 15.0 
bill width, mandible 10 6.8 8.0 7.51 0.42 2 7.0 7.8 7.4 
bill width, nostril 10 5.8 6.6 6.18 0.29 2 6.2 6.5 6.4 
E 
4 
bill depth 10 8.1 8.8 8.45 0.21 2 8.0 8.2 8.1 
K' w 
tarsus 10 15.0 16.7 15.98 0.42 2 14.9 16.8 15.9 3 
" See Methods section for descriptions of measurement technique. Q B 
i/l 
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closely resembles Brehrn's (1853) published illustration of m i n o r ,  and 
van Kosserri regarded it as the type. Because Brchm did not designate 
tlic specimen as a type at the time of his original desc:ription, however, 
it is not a holotype. Schumann and Koch also collected a second 
specimen, a female (Berlin Museum no. 6983) (van Kossem, 1934; G. 
Mauersberger, in litt.). Other birds known from the Brehnl collection 
include three fenlales with no  locality more specific thari "North 
America" (AMNH 457078, 457079, and 45705.3); the first two were 
collected in 1833 and 1842; the third is not dated. A. R. Phillips has 
written "co~ypes" on  [he labels of the first two. Hartert (1918) reviewed 
the types in the Brehrn collection and did not consitler any of these to 
be nomericlatural types. Brehm may have had these before him for his 
review insofar as they are in  female plumage and he referred in the 
plural to the plumage of femalcs ("die Weibchcn haben . .  . ") (Brehm, 
1853). However, he also referred to rriales in the plural form ("Dic alien 
Mliririchcn . . . "), yet only one currently exists. 'l'lie original description 
(Brehm, 1845) did not refer to females, and no  series was explicitly 
indicated. IHe may have had available as syntypes both [he specimens 
now in the Berlin Museum (van Rossem, 1934) and the specimens from 
the Brehm collection now at  AMNH. Other Brehm specimens at the 
Museum Alexander Koenig in Bonri (cf. Niethammer, 1961a,b) do not 
include any North American L. cur-oirostra (S. Conrad, in  litt.). 
Because "it cannot be determined that a nominal species-group taxon 
was established on  a single specimen, a n d . .  . a  holotype was not 
designated, the first subsequent author to have published the infer- 
ence..  . that one original specimen is the "holotype," or "the type," is 
deemed.. . to have designated a lectotype" (Code, 1985, Art. 74(b)). By 
describing and illustrating the Berlin specimtm, van Rossem (1934) 
designated a lectotype: "it seems proper to tlesignate adult male 
number 6982 as the type." Specimens Berlin 6983 and AMNH 457078, 
457079, and 457053 may be paralectotypes (Code, 1985, Rec. 74F), but 
their status is uncertain. Neither Brehm (1845, 1846, 18.53) nor Hartert 
(1918) mentioned them in their discussion of types. 
COMPAKISON OF T H E  TYPE SPECIMENS WITH CERTAIN 
NORTH AMERICAN POPlJLATIONS 
The  type of L. puszlla was compared with birds of the southern 
Appalachian states, as historical evident e available to Stresemann 
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indicated that the specimen was taken in  Georgia. The  only known 
breeding specimens in  Georgia were large-billed birds identified as 
L. c. pusilla by comparison with identified specimens at USNM (Sciple, 
1952; Burleigh, 1958). The  two birds taken in  1951 (UGA 895 and 896) 
were a male and a female. Bill lengths from the nostril were 15.7 and 
16.0 mm, bill lengths from the head were 18.6 and 18.0 mm, and wing 
lengths (flat) were 97 and 95 mm, so the bills were similar to that of the 
typc of pusilla but the wings were longer. These birds were singing, a 
male flew to a Eemale and presented a straw, and the gonads were 
sufficiently large (testes 4 mm) to have sperm (cf. Tordoff and Dawson, 
1965). Other breeding records of crossbills are known from the south- 
ern Appalachians (Virginia Society of Ornithology, 1979; Haggerty, 
1982), but morphological details are lacking. 
In a principal components comparison of the size and shape of male 
crossbills, the type of pusilla falls within the range of variation of birds 
from the southern Appalachian states. It falls outside the range of 
variation of birds from Newfoundland. The  type of pusilla has a long 
bill, less deep and without the swollen base of specimens from 
Newfoundland (Tables 1, 2; Figs. 1-3). Its plumage is less deep red 
(more pink) than in  most Newfoundland specimens (9B8, "red") 
though a close match ("orange-red," 8B7) to UMMZ 166116 from 
Princeton, Newfoundland. The  type of pu.silla is marginally outside 
the range of variation of birds from Lake Umbagog, Maine. It falls 
within the range of variation of birds from Michigan, of the type series 
of benti from North Dakota, and of the type series of bendirei from 
Oregon. It falls outside the range of variation of crossbills from Alaska 
and coastal British Columbia. The  bill is less deep in  birds from the 
southern Appalachians and from Maine than in  birds from Newfound- 
land. When bill depth is plotted against bill length, little overlap is 
seen between Newfoundland birds and these other populations (Fig. 3). 
The  type of pusilla has a bill that is proportionally less deep than in  
any Newfoundland bird and longer than in  all but one bird in the 
Maine sample. The  size and shape of the bill of the type fall outside the 
range of variation of that of birds from Maine and Newfoundland, but 
within the range of variation of that of the southern Appalachian 
birds. The  results are consistent with it having been collected in  
Georgia as stated by Strcsemann (1922). 
Newloundland crossbills were named L. c. percna by Bent in  1912. 
When van Rossem (1934) examined the type of L. c. pusilla, he 
regarded percna as a synonym of pusilla. He did not directly compare 
the type specimen of pusilla with specimens from Newfoundland, 
however. His opinion was followed by Griscom (1937), Paynter (1968), 
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1'1~;. 3. Bill Icngrh (m?asured horn ~losrr i l )  ant1 I~ i l l  tlcptli in atlull Inale L o x i n  c~~ri , i ro .s l~-n 
in sclcctctl sample arcas in North Arrrerica. Symbols as in Fig. 2. 
Virginia LO C;eorgia); 2, I.akc I ln~bagog ,  Maine; 3, Newfoundl;~nd. h: 1, Michigan. c: 5, 
Grafron, Norrh Dakota; 6, For1 Klarn;ttll, Oregon; 7, Alaska; 8, coastal B1-iris11 C:olumbia 
( Q ~ ~ r e t i  Chat-lorce Islands, Vancouver- Island, rnouttl of Oystrr- Iiivcr); 9, Dismal Lake, 
Itlalio. M, rypc spccimeri of Cruc~rostra  mznor .  P, type spccilncn of Los7n pusilln.  
and Austin (in Bent, 1968: 498), rioilc of whorn compared the speci- 
rncris. Monsorl and Phillips (1981) realized that the birds of the 
southern Appalachians differed il l  malr pluiriage color and were 
narrower-billed than the Newfoundland birds, and Phillips annotated 
many museum specimen labels accordingly. Most museum specinlens 
differ in color.; Newfo~mdla~id  males are a darker "red" (9B8) whereas 
thc large-billed males of the Appalachia~is are more "red-orange" 
(8B7). Some variation in  plumage color rnay be due to  seasonal wear 
and slain (months after the molt is completed the birds are often 
blackened from resin of the conifers on  which the crossbills feed). The  
Newfour~dlarld birds were collected rnainly in summer, the Appa- 
lachian birds mainly in other seasons. Nevertheless, the observation 
that bill widths and depths are riearly all greater in the Newfoundland 
birds than in the birds of southern Appalachia (Tables 1, 2) indicates 
illat L. c. percna is not a synonym of  L. c. pusilla. O n  the basis of 
speciriiens available i t  is reasonable to recognize L. c. percna as distinct 
from L. c. pz~si l la.  
Crossbills trom southern Appalachia are hctcrogeneous in morpho- 
logy and behavior. Grot11 (1984) discovered that large and rnedium- 
sized crossbills near Blacksburg in  Montgomery County, Virginia, both 
brrd there, mated assortatively, and had diffei-cnt call notes. In a 
preliminary attempt to determine whether the type of pusilla was 
associated with one of these two forms, I compared it with Groth's 
V7'ECH specimens collected in June arid July 1983 in  Virginia. The  
type of pu.silln proved to be intermediate in size and unlike either of 
Groth's series in  bill shape. At prescrlt it is not possible to determine 
with which of the Appalachian populations the type of pusilla is 
associated. For this reason it may 1101 be appropriate lo regard bendirei 
(or henti ,  or neogaea) as a synonym of pusilla. Resolution of this 
q~~es t i i o i  awaits further analysis of the known breedi~ig birds in the 
Appal, CIC 1 iia11s. ' 
Lox ia  cun f i ro s tm  m i n o r  (Brchm 1845) 
The  type specirrien of L. m i n o r  falls within the range of variation of 
crossbills taken in Michigan (Figs. 2, 3). The  variation among cross- 
bills in Michigan coincides wilh the range of variation aniorlg all 
populations co~isidered in this study except Newfoundland (i.e., ex- 
cluding those from southwestcrn IJnited Statcs and Mexico). The  
snialler birds (low values on PCl ,  which is detcrniined by size, 
particularly bill length, Table 3) from Michigan are morphologically 
similar to the northwestern populations from Alaska and coastal 
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British Columbia, including the type series of L. c. sitkensis Grinnell 
1909 from Admiralty Island, Alaska (Figs. 2, 3). The  type of minor falls 
within this range of variation. On the other hand, the type of minor 
falls outside the observed variation among birds of (1 )  the southern 
Appalachian region, (2) Lake IJmbagng, Maine, (3) Newfoundland, (5) 
Grafton, North Dakota, and (6) Fort Klamath, Oregon (Figs. 2, 3). 
The  five specimens available from the eastern thumb region of 
soulheastern Michigan between Saginaw Bay and Lake St. Clair are 
small and resemble the type of minor. The  five were collected between 
November 1950 and March 1951 in  St. Clair and Lapeer counties; the 
three males had wing lengths (chord) of 87 mm, bill lengths from 
nostril of 11.8-12.5 mm, and small gonads (testes no larger than 2 mm). 
Small crossbills were numerous in the weslern Great Lakes region in  
that season (Dickcrman, 1957). The  locality, size, shape, and (for males) 
plumage color of these birds is similar to that of the type taken in  
January-March 1834 and may represent local invasion by the same 
population. 
wing length, arc .24 .02 -.I6 .83 .03 -.I3 
bill frorn nostril .59 -:14 .04 .96 -.22 .02 
bill from hc;~tl .58 -.29 .I8 .97 -.I4 .07 
bill depth .49 .85 .I2 .88 .47 .05 
t a r s ~ ~ s  .I5 .03 -.96 .55 .03 -.82 
'' Tot;~l cumulative variance, % I'C1=81.1, 1'C2=91.7, PC3=96.5 
Corr.cl;ltion R a.o5 = 0.10, R = 0.13 
" C;haractcr v;~lucs were transformed to natural logarithms for the PC sc-ores. The 
corr-elation sc.ot.cs given arc. lor thc untransformcd characrcrs. 
Griscom (1937) regar.ded L. c. .sitke?z.si.s Grinnell 1909 as a synonym 
of L. c. minor. Although he did not examine the type of minor, he 
noted that the short bill as illustrated in Brehm (1853) resembled the 
short bills of crossbills of the northwestern coast of North America. 
Small-billed birds are seen in large numbers through much of North 
America only in occasional years. They are more regularly found in the 
northwest, and Griscom thought that the sporadic occurrences of small 
birds in the east resulted from long-distance movements from there. 
20 P n y n ~  off Z ~ ~ P Y S  
C;rinricll (1909) noted that plumage color of rnalcs from the Pacific 
northwest tended to be more orange (less red) than in eastern rnalcs. In 
fact, many small-billed eastern males have much yellow and orange in 
the plumage. This  is seen not only in  lJMMZ specimens collected in 
northern Michigan and Ontario, but also in a series of captive 
crossbills ca l~ t r~red  in northern Michigan and Kansas by H. B. Tordoff 
and held alive for various periods before they were skinned. -17he longer 
the birds were held, the less reddish their plumage becamc, due to 
decreasing amounts of red carotenoids in feathers grown in captivity 
(KlJ and IJMMZ series)." Change in the color of growing feathers is also 
evident through late winter and early spring in Kansas birds. New 
reachers were yellowish, not reddish (Tordoff,  1952; KIT series). It is 
well known that captive crossbills become yellow (Wilson, 1811; 
Volker, 1957; Phillips, 1977; IJMMZ series). As plumage color of the 
developing feathers is so labile, the variation among geographic samples 
may be partly environmental rather than genetic in origin. The differ- 
ences in plumage before and after molt in captivity can be considered a 
successful experimental test of this hypothesis. Phillips (1977) proposed 
that female Alaskan birds diffrr from other crossbills in having a narrow 
but distinct region of yellow on the throat and this was used as a field 
mark for the "Alaska form" in the National Geographic Society (1983) 
field guide. As pointed out by Monson and Phillips (1981), riot all 
females in Alaska have yellow throats, and some females in other parts of 
the range have yellow throats. Throat color docs not consistently 
differentiate females of Alaskan populations from any others. 
As indicated also by Monson and Phillips (1981), it appears to be 
impossible to separate I,. c. sztkrnsi.c Grinnrll 1909 from L. c. m inor  
(Brehm 1845). Tha t  is, L. c. sitken.sis is a synonym of L. c. m inor .  Small 
crossbills occur with some regularity in  certain areas of the boreal 
lorests in eastern North America. Breeding specimens from the Nuron 
Mountains, Marquette County, Michigan, in 1921 (a fledged juvenile 
with the bill not yet crossed, UMMZ 208831; two adults with nogonad 
size indication, IJMMZ 208830, YALE 70133) and in 1941 (seven 
IJMMZ adults, all with large gonads or large oviducts) were small- 
billed birds indistinguishable in size and plumage from birds of the 
p, ncl . ' f '  ic northwest (Manville, 1941; Payrle, 1983). Similar small birds 
were present in all other years when the species was collected there 
(specimens in Appendix). In certain other years in the 1960's, no 
crossbills werr found (H. B. Tordoff,  pers. comrn.). Small crossbills 
have occurred over many years and bred in Marqrlette County, and 
small crossbills havr been taken elsewhere in Michigan (Fig. 2), so it 
scems unlikely that the form is restricted in any biological sense to the 
'Scc Notc Atltlrtl in P~.oot, p. 33. 
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Pacific northwest. Crossbills taken in the winters of 1960-61 and 1972- 
73 along highway 60 in  Algonquin National Park, Ontario and from a 
breeding population at Pirnisi Bay, Ontario (Lawrence, 1949) are 
similar in size to these small Michigan birds. 
Monson and Phillips (1981) described a new subspecies, L. c. reai, 
from a sample of crossbills collected at Dismal Lake, SE Avery, 
Shoshone County, Idaho. Most males were taken in  molt and were 
mainly in greenish not reddish plr~mage. I include two specimens in 
a b o ~ ~ t  20% juvenile plumage; these are no smaller than the others in  the 
series. Two  females were named as "types" (Monson and Phillips, 
1981:228), so there is no  ho lo~ype  (Code, 1985: Articles 73, 74). I 
designate specimen AMR 3627, a male, as the Icctotype: the label is 
annotated "paratype reai" by A. K.  Phillips. The  other 12 specimens 
from the same locality and taken in September 1971 are paralectotypes. 
The  birds are morphologically indistinguishable from L. c. m i n o r  and 
fall within the range of variation in  size and shape of birds from 
Alaska, coastal British Columbia, Michigan, and Ontario (Tables 1, 2; 
Figs. 2, 3). L2. c. reai is a synonym of Id. c. m i n o r .  
Griscom (1937) tlescribed I.. c. neogaea as a new subspecies from 
Lake Ilmbagog, Maine. He considered these birds to represent the 
crossbill common in eastern North America, but he did not examine 
the type of m i n o r .  Peters (1943) and Mengel (1965) regarded neogaea as 
an unnecessary renaming of a well-known eastern population. Parkes 
(1954) stated that the photograph of the type of m i n o r  resembled the 
birds of the northeast in bill shape rather than birds of the northwest 
(he called these .sitkensis). In measurements the type of m i n o r  does not 
fall within the range of variation of crossbills taken at Lake LJmbagog 
(Fig. 2). The  bill of the type of m i n o r  is smaller in all dimensions than 
that of most birds from Lake 1Jmbagog (Tables 1, 2). It is also shorter 
and less deep in proportion than in any males in  that sample (Fig. 3). It 
is unlikely that the typc of m i n o r  came from the sarne population as 
the Lake Ilrnbagog birds. Thcsc birds overlap considerably in size and 
bill shape with birds from the southern Appalachians. They also are 
not separable in size and shape from the type series of Id.  c. bendirei and 
I,. c. brn t i  (Figs. 2, 3) from western North America. All males in the 
type series of benti  have a pale, rosy plumage-a characteristic empha- 
sized by Griscorn (1937) as differing from bendirei.  The  benti  speci- 
mens wcre taken in fresh plumage in October; most bendirei were 
taken later in the year after molting but the birds closest in date are not 
consistently different in plumage color from the October birds in the 
type series of benti.  In describing the form neogaea, Griscom admitted 
that birds in the typc series from Maine were not morphologically 
distinct from birds of the monranc northwestc.1-n lJnited States. Mea- 
surcmcnts suggest that bent i  and nyogaea may not be distinguishable 
from I.. c. b ~ n d z r ~ i  and are synonyms o f  that form. 
The  typc series of I,. c. bendirei  is variable but no  more so than the 
type wries of /,enti and neognea (Table 2, Fig. 2), and I see no  reason to 
suspect that more than one population is represented in the 1882-1883 
series from Fort Klamath, Oregon. Confusion has surrounded the type 
of L. c. bendirei.  Ridgway (1885) did not designate a holotype. Deignan 
(1961:624) designated two "cotypes" based on Ridgway's red specimen 
labels. Griscom (1937:108, 127) and Phillips (in Phillips et al., 1964: 
188) referred to the "lectotype" of bendirei  but did not specify which 
specimen was so considered. I here dcsignate the male, LJSNM 94881, as 
the Iectotype. The  other specimens are paralectotypes. 
MOVEMENTS AND DISPEKSAL O F  
CROSSBILLS IN NORTH AMERICA 
Crossbills wander erratically. They arc locally common in some 
arcas ir1 one yrar but are not seer1 in others, and they may be absent for 
several ycars in succession. Palacarctic populations have been obscrved 
ro move thousands of kilometers, arid direct observations of moving 
flocks have been reported from stratcgically placed field observatories 
(Newton, 1970). Recoveries of crossbills banded in 1959 and 1963 in 
Switzerland were made in  Spain in the following vear, and in  northern 
Russia in subsequent years; the distances involved were as great as 4000 
krn (Newton, 1970, 1973). Crossbills banded on the Baltic Sea, USSR, 
have becn recovered as far as 1500 km soul11 and southwest on  the coast 
of the Mediterranean Sea (Paevskii, 1973). Crossbills may occnr beyond 
their- usual breeding range as rare winter visitors over a period of 
decatles and then start to nest in  these areas, as they have in Israel, 
where they have nested at  progressively more southern localities since 
thcir arrival in  1972 (Ilani and Shalmon, 1984). 
'I'he evidence for movements in  North America has been less direct. It 
is based mainly on the irregular seasons and years of occurrence of 
c.rossbills in any one area (Griscom, 1937; Bent, 1968). Crossbill 
movements are irruptive and associated with the abundance of the local 
seed crops of northern conifers (Bock and I q t h i e n ,  1976). In autumn 
of certain ycars they appear hundreds of km southwards of any 
sightings in previous years, then rcmain for a winter or longer and 
sornetirnes breed. Different populations may move into the same areas 
in different years, or even in  the same year, confounding attempts to 
undcrstanti variation in  terms of the geographic subspecies concept. 
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Direct evidence for long-distance movement in North America is 
available in  the banding recovery file of the Bird Banding Laboratory, 
LJ. S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Through March 1983, 76 recoveries of 
banded crossbills were reporled. Ten irlvolved movements between 
provinces and states (Table 4). The  greatest distance moved was more 
than 2000 krn. If these represent segments of movements of individual 
birds, then birds from western Canada may disperse more than 3000 knl 
into the eastern LJnited States. There are no  banding recoveries from 
the Pacific northwest to the northeastern lJnited States, however. None 
of the 76 recoveries involved birds of known site of birth, or were 
known brerding birds; all were banded as independent grown juveniles 
or adults. The  banding recoveries do not indicate that movements from 
the nortliwcst to eastern North America are more common than north- 
sour11 movements from the boreal coniferous forests: few birds are 
banded in the northern forests. 
VARIATION 0 1 ;  POPU1,ATIONS IN SPACE AND 'TIME 
? - 1 he variation among crossbill populations in  spacc is complicated 
by the episodic widescale movements of the populations in  time. 
Certain areas retain their population identity across years of sampling, 
such as the thick-billed birds from Newfoundland, and to a lesser 
degree the small birds from Marquette County, Michigan, and the 
larger birds from southern Appalachia. Other saniples were likely to 
have been from populations that generally breed in other areas. 
Crossbills Liken in  the winters of 1960, 1961, and 1963 near Ann Arbor, 
Washtenaw County, Michigan, (UMMZ) all had small gonads and 
rcscrnblc closely the type serics of benti taken at Fargo, North Dakota, 
in 1930 (LJMMZ). Thc  number of birds sampled in any one locality is 
small (32 males were collected in the largest sample in  Michigan, 
Marcluette County) and usually these were taken over rnorr than a year. 
The  local samples in Michigan with 10 or more males from a county 
or a year were subjected to analyses of variancc (anova). County 
populations varied significantly, but so did birds in different years 
(Tables 5 and 6). The  samples are too small to allow statistical 
cornparison of variation among years within a single local area, or 
variation among arcas within a year. It is not possible to compare the 
local variation with the annual variation that may represent influxes of 
different populations into Michigan. The variances among samples 
were unequal for most characters in  which the means were unequal 
band no. sex agea banding location" bandinx dare recovery locationa recovery datc minimurn 
day-nio-yr day-mo-yr distance 
travelled (km)  
0301 60421 male ad  ME 46.0°N, 68.4"W 31-03-67 NY 41.5ON, 73.5'W 01 -04-70 657 
003 16805 1 male - MA 42.1°N, 71.4"W 12-05-32 MN 47.Z0N, 94.5OW 09-04-31 2284 
102106076 ad NJ 40.3ON, 75.0°W 25-02-70 PA 40.0°N, 75.0°W 31-03-70 29 
108 153988 ad PA 39.5"N, 75.I0W 31-01-70 NY 42.0°N, 73.5"W 05-70 287 2 
022 18282 1 male ad MN 46.4"N, 95.5'M' 11-03-64 ND 46.!j0N, 96.4'W 05-05-64 87 c- -+ 
Y 
104 152656 female ad MN 17.2"N, 94.5"M' 1 1-03-70 ND 46.5"N, 96.4"W 16-06-70 196 -2 
027 156761 male ad  WI 42.4ON, 88.5OW 18-01-60 MI 43.2"N, 86.OoW 19-03-61 253 
061 198293 female ad ND 46.5"N, 96.4OW 10-02-64 MN 46.4"N, 95.5"W 12-03-61 29 
101 188857 - ND 16.q0N, 100.4"W 09-11-69 BC 49.3"N, 117.3"W 10-71 1651 
110144479 malc ad MI3 49.5ON, 97.0°W 16-01-7.3 MN 47. ION, 95.3"W 26-02-73 I69 
" BC = British Columbia, MA = Massac husetrs, MB = Manitoba, ME = Mainc, MI = Michigan, MN = Minncsora, ND = North Dakota, NJ = New 
Jerscy, NY = New York, PA = Pennsylvania, WI = WisconGn, ad = adult. 
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among years. The  inequality of variances cautions against interpreting 
the differences among counties as geographic variation and the differ- 
ences arnong years as immigration of different populations. This 
unequal variance may be due to certain samples being single popula- 
tions and others being mixes of two or more populations immigrating 
into Michigan. Different kinds of L. curvirostra may occur together in 
the same forests in winter. Near the University of Michigan Biological 
Station in Cheboygan County during the winter of 1950-1951, 21 
specimens of two kinds of L. curuirostra were taken (DEL, UMBS, 
UMEM, UMMZ). The  large birds were scattered in white pines (Pinus 
strobus) on a hill south of the station and the small birds flocked 
together and fed in hemlock (Tsuga canadensis) near Douglas Lake 
east of the station (K. S. Butsch, pers. comm.). Perhaps the birds from 
one flock sorted into different habitats depending on their bill size, or 
perhaps two populations invaded. 
The  occurrence of srnall birds from Marquettc County over sevcral 
years and the scarcity of large birds in the same years suggest that there 
may be a relatively regular breeding population of small crossbills in 
the boreal forest of the Upper Peninsula. The  conifers of the Huron 
Mountains include hemlock (Tsuga canadensis) and pines (P. strobu.~ 
and 1'. resinosa); hemlocks predominate (Hebard, 1929), but crossbills 
o l  the area fecd on several kinds of conifers (Manville, 1941). Conifers 
of the Black River area in southeastern Michigan include tamarack 
iLarix laricina) (Shelton, 1970) and white pine (Pinus strobus); the 
crossbills taken in 1950 and 1951 were feeding on hemlock cones 
(UMMZ). The  crossbills taken at the Huron Mountain Club, Mar- 
quette County, in 1960 and 1961 were all smaller in bill length than 
crossbills that I found feeding in  a plantation of pondcrosa pine 
(P. ponderosa) near Ann Arbor during the same two winters. Apparently 
certain populations that irrupt may occur in the same area (Michigan) 
as relatively regular local populations. 
Variation within local collections may also involve birds from more 
than one population. Crossbills captured near Lawrence, Kansas, in 
the winter of 1951 rnainly had long, thin bills and were identified as 
L. c. ben,ti, but one had a different plumage color and a thicker bill and 
was identified as L. c. stricklandi. The  odd bird had a call different 
from the others (Tordoff, 1954). These nonbreeding birds may have 
arrived independently from different breeding populations; their his- 
tory was unknown. Groth's (1981) observation of social pairing of two 
kinds of crossbills that differed in call-types and nlorphology near 
Blacksburg, Virginia, at  a time when both kinds were breeding locally, 
suggests two populations behaving as two distinct species. Without 
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TABLE 5 
/\NALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF MALE I.OXZU C U ~ ~ J Z ? - O S ~ ~ / L :  C~MPARISON F MICIIICAN COUNTY 
SAMPI.ES WITH AT LEAST 10 MALES I N  EACH COIINTY~ 
equality o f  rrleans rqualiry of variances 
Character N males grand mean F-st;rtistic P F-statistic P 
wing, arc 
wing, rhotd 
bill frorn nostril 
bill frorn head 
bill width, tnandible 
bill width, nostril 
ral'sus 
bill depth 
"hippewa, Jackson, Kalama~oo, Marquctte, Schoolcraft, arid Washtenaw counties. 
TABLE 6 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF MALE Loxzn c.uruzro.rlra: COMPARISON OF MICHIGAN YEAR 
SAMPLES WITH AT LEAST 10 MALES I N  EACH YEAR a 
equality of nlcans equality of variances 
Character N males grand mean F-statistic P F-staristic P 
wing, arc 76 87.70 
wing, chord 76 86.12 
bill fro111 riostril 76 13.63 
bill frorn head 76 15.78 
Oill xviclth, mantlihle 76 8.39 
bill width, nostril 76 6.09 
rirrsus 76 15.98 
bill deprh 76 8.79 
" 1883, 1941, 1950, 1951, and 1960. 
biological data on breeding and behavior such as in these studies, it is 
not known whether a local sample represents a single population. 
The relationships among crossbills are also obscure because of their 
"breeding seasons." In some areas (the Colorado Rocky Mountains), 
I*. cumirostra breeds in all months (Bailey et al., 1953). In others, 
crossbills are more seasonal. After they arrive in early winter they may 
breed into the following spring, then disappear to higher latitudes or 
higher altitudes. In Minnesota, Michigan, and southern Ontario the 
brceding records are nearly all in winter and spring (Green and 
Janssen, 1975; Payne, 1983; Peck and James, 1986). Some crossbills 
have snlall gonads in winter (Washtenaw Connty, Michigan, in 1960, 
1961, and 1963) while others breed in the same months (Marquette 
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County, Michigan, in 1941; Algonquin National Park and Rutherglen 
area, Onvario, in 1948 and 1973) (Manville, 1941; Lawrence, 1949; 
specimens in  Appendix). Crossbills sometimes molt when they breed 
(Kemper, 1959; Newton, 1973), and in European populations the post- 
juvcnilc molt may be arrested before the adult plumage has completely 
grown (A.G. Knox, pers. comrn.), so birds in partial juvenile plumage or 
in molt arc not necessarily nonbreeding. Finally, juveniles in completely 
streaky brown plumage in Michigan may have gonads as large as 
breeding adults (UMMZ 155.580) and birds in juvenile plumage in Maine 
have been seen to sing, incubate, and turn eggs in the nest (Tingley, 
1981). It is unknown how long juveniles remain in their natal area. 
Lawrence (1949: 159) watched a mated pair, recognizable by their 
plumage, feeding at salt over several weeks during the nesting season, 
then reappearing with their fledged young, which begged and was fed by 
the pair. The  young bird was nearly fully grown, its bill slightly crossed. 
The  observation suggests that birds may not disperse while their young 
are still dependent on  parental care and their bills have not yet crossed, 
and juvenile crossbills with uncrossed bills were probably born in the 
same area. 
There is no evidence that crossbills in local populations are gener- 
ally composed of different kinds of birds, though sometimes they are 
(Tordoff, 1954; Groth, 1984; R. S. Butsch observations). Crossbills are 
social and group together in flocks for much of their lives (Tordoff, 
1954; Bent, 1968; Newton, 1970, 1973). It is unjustified to conclude 
simply on the basis of variable morphology within a sample that 
subspecies of crossbills live and may breed sympatrically as separate 
populations, as Griscom (1937), Kenlper (1959), and Mollson and 
Phillips (1981) have proposed. Griscom (1937: 109) stated that Ben- 
dire's sample from Fort Klamath consisted of threc subspecies (ben- 
direi, benti, .sitkensi.s) even lhough the specimens are morphologically 
similar and were taken within a well-defined period (September 1882 to 
Ilecember 1883) (Figs. 2, 3). No specimens from Fort Klarnath, Oregon, 
that I found were small-billed "sitkensis," and Griscom (1937: 165-166) 
did not mention any in his account of Oregon specimens. Kemper 
(1959) idcntilicd two subspecies of crossbills in  a single flock in 
Montana with both apparently breeding at  the same time and place. 
Il is identifications were based on wing measurements compared with 
those in Griscom (1937). Kcmpcr's table of the frequency distributions 
o l  wing lengths does not show bimodality, however. My examinations 
of Kemper's specimens (UMMZ, UMZM) indicate a single "kind" of 
crossbill in  the sanlple. The  variation described in  a single breeding 
population may simply indicate an  inadequacy of Griscom's account 
of c.rossl)ill variation (Tordoff, 1952, arid Parker, 1970, commented 
similarly on Griscom's analysis). Monson and Phillips (1981), describ- 
ing a nc,w subspecies L. c. rrrai, identified as such a crossbill from 
Manvillc's 1941 breeding population at the Huron Mountains, Mar- 
cluette County, Michigan, taken within 0.5 km of other specinlens that 
they (i.e., A. R. Phillips) identified as minor (and .sitk~nsis). It appears 
unlikely in this instance that two forms bred syrnpatrically, for the 
sample is morphologically homogeneous by crossbill standards, and 
thc type series of reai itself does riot merit subspecific rec.ognition. Other 
evidence of variability within local breeding populations includes a 
series of three crossbills taken in the Canadian Rocky Mountains north 
of Revelstoke, British Columbia, on 26 August and 1 September 1955 
(Appendix). Both females had a brood patch, one (the larger, wing 90 
mm, bill from nostril 14.8 mm) labelled bendir~i,  the other (wing 83 mm, 
bill from nostril 12.8 mm, ova about /l mm) labelled sitkensis and taken 
with a small male (wing 85 mm, bill 12.6 rnm, testes 5x4 mm). The 
record shows that large and small individual crossbills sometirrles breed 
in the same time and place, but not nec.cssal-ily that two distinct 
populations do so. Other recortis of large and small a.ossbills occurring 
together in the Rocky Mountains include those of Jollic (1953) in 
northrrri Idaho (near the type locality of I>. c. r ~ a i )  and Selandel- (1953) in 
northerri 1Jrah. The small crossbills wcrc no1 noted to breed in either 
illstance. Jollic noted that the large and the small c.rossbills lived in 
separate [locks in one locality. No othcr behavioral observations are 
available for the coexistence and lack of interbreeding of distinct popu- 
lations in the Rockies. 
In writing subspecies narnes or1 specimen labels in most North 
American museums, Phillips (like Griscom, 1937) has idiosyricratically 
distinguished among morphological extremes (iricluding cornbina- 
lions of size, bill shape, and plumage color) wit l~in many sanlples of 
crossbills taken at one tirnc arid place. As these occur without apparent 
rcgard to geographic differences, it is not possible to say that different 
subsprc:irs are involved. The  situation diffcl-s from that of distinct 
subspecies migrating through an area at different timcs in a season as 
in certain other species; in  these caws, the morphological forms are 
known to breed in different areas (Phillips et a]., 1964). 
The  present study was limited mainly to a comparison of the types of 
pztsilla and minor with other named types and type series taken in 
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areas where pusilla and minor may have been taken, or in areas where 
similar birds occur. A comprehensive revision of the relationships 
among populations of Loxia cuwirostra is impractical at this time 
because of the lack of critical information for most museum specimens. 
The species is highly irruptive, with birds moving long distances 
partly on a seasonal basis and with irregular occurrence in many areas 
as breeding birds. Flocks sometimes move into the areas where other 
kinds o l  crossbills occur, and breeding outside the "usual" range of a 
population (and in the range of another population, if it is distinct) 
may take place after long-distance movements. Nearly all museum 
specimens in northern and eastern North America were nonbreeding. 
Even for the type specimens there is no assurance that the birds were 
breeding in the localities where they were collected. In general the 
small-billed L. c. minor are often found in most of the boreal forests 
and the larger-billed L. c. bendzrez (?=L. c. pusilla) in the mountains of 
the east and west. Because crossbills sometimes undergo irruptive 
population movements over long distances and individuals from more 
than one breeding population may appear at the same time and place, 
the degree to which crossbill populations are distinct geographic races 
is uncertain. The  present work is a prolegomenon to further studies. 
Field observations on breeding birds and experimental tests of behavior 
will be necessary before the nature of gene flow and population 
diflerentiation is understood in these birds. 
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NOTE ADDED IN PROOF 
The  color of the new growing feathers of male crossbills varies with 
the time of molt, which may occur in  nearly any season. Males tend to 
grow yellow feathers in  late winter and spring, and red feathers in  the 
autumn (Weber, 1953; Newton, 1973). The  mechanism underlying the 
development of feather color may involve seasonal change in  diet, as 
crossbills switch from feeding on old cones to new cones of the year at 




Lox ia  c~~ru i ros t ra  SPECIMENS EXAMINED FROM NORTHERN A N D  EASTERN 
NORTH AMERICA 
The  following specimens were collected in areas in  which named 
taxa of crossbills have been described o r  i n  known  breeding 
populations east of the Rocky Mountains or north of 4Z0N latitude, or 
were otherwise mentioned in  the text. The  southwestern and Central 
American areas, where occur the forms grinnell i ,  stricklandi, uiridior, 
and mesamericana,  are not included. Calendar years are indicated, as 
different populations may be observed in different years depending on  
irregular movements. 
ALBERTA: Cypress Hills 1945, NMC 30734-30741 (see also Rand,  1948, a n d  Godfrey, 
1950). 
BRITISH COLUMBIA, coastal: Oyster River mouth  1934, CM 115950, 115959; Queen 
Charlotte Islands ( including Graham Island and  Langara Island) 1914, 1916, 1920, 1930, 
1939, 1940, 1942, 1946, 1971, A M N H  761704, 761707-761709, 761712, 761714-761715, 
803789-803790, F M N H  163447, 166291-166293, 166295-166296, 17777 1-177773, VPI 10143, 
UMMZ 166075-166085, 218039-218040; Vancouver Island (Comox,  Merville) 1926, 1933, 
1934, 1939, CM 115502-1 15503, 115563, 115578, 115600, 115875-1 15878, F M N H  163442- 
163446, 177762, 177766 ( F M N H  163443, 11 September 1933, "brood patch bare"), UMMZ 
166089- 166090. 
BRITISH COLUIMBIA, inland:  Lillooet District (Tat tan Lake) 18 September 1939, 
R O M  90045, testes 5x3mn1, "breeding patch;" Revelstoke 15 mi  N, 1 September 1955, 
ROM 90070, female, "brood patch;" Revelstoke 17 mi  N, 26 August 1955, R O M  90102, 
male, testes 5x4 m m ,  "brood patch," R O M  90035, female, ova about 4 m m ,  "brood 
patch" (all collected by J .  A. Munro);  Okanagan,  19 March 1918, CM (ex Cleveland 
Museum) uncataloged nestling collected F. S. Hersey; local adults collected in same year 
include AMNH 48811, 48813, 367829, 367831, 367834, CM (with Cleveland Museum 
registrations) 47496, 48036-48038, UMMZ 166091, 166135-166136; Okanagan,  1 March 
1921, F M N H  177774, female, "egg i n  oviduct." Okanagan,  23 January 1897, MCZ47872, 
male with testes ca. 6.8 m m ,  further suggests a prolonged breeding season. 
NEWFOl lNDLAND:  Badger 1942, 1947, 1954, LJSNM 318741-31 8742, 318744-3 18745, 
393462, 396106, 594047; Bay Bulls 1947, USNM 393754; Bay of Islands 1894, MCZ 191 134, 
191138, 191 140-191142 (191134 and  191138, 16 May 1894, juveniles with bills short but 
crossed); Deer Pond 1894, MCZ 191 134-191 136; Doyles 1959, NMC 46023, 46025, 46027, 
46029, 46043-46050, 46052, R O M  94956; Exploits Bay 1890, MCZ 191 131-191 132; Flatbay 
Rivet- 1912, type series of L. c. percna, 18-21 July, A M N H  761746, 761750-761751, MCZ 
258829, ITSNM 233930; Fox Is. River 1912, A M N H  132882, 761748-761749, MCZ 258830; 
Grand Lake 1917, 1918, 1919, MCZ258831-258834; Hobley Hills 1915, MCZ 25720, 25721; 
Nicholsville, 1915, MCZ 25723-25724; Placentia 1890, MCZ 191133; Pt.inceton 1942, 
IlMMZ 1661 16, USNM 381743, 381747; Rocky Brook 1894, MCZ 191 137; Salmonier 1949, 
NMC 36042-36046; South Brook 1949, NMC 36040; St. Georges 1946, ITSNM 393312- 
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393314; Stephcnsville 1913, AMNI-I 761752-761755 (all on 26 June 1913, 761752 juvenile, 
bill not crossed; 761755 juvenile, bill crossed but short); Tomkins 1945, 1946, 1959, 
IJSNM 381750, 393318-393319, 393321, NMC 46032, 46031, 46041-46012, ROM 94957- 
94958. J~ivcnilcs taken from May to July; later months' young are molting to adult 
plumage. 
ONTARIO: Algonquin National I'ark 1960, 1961, 1967, 1972, 1973, NMC 58791.58830, 
59176-59190; Ruthcrglen 1948, NMC 34533, ROM 75250 (13 March and 27 Frbl-uary, both 
had large Icstrs, 7x5 mm and 3.5 mm, in a brcctling population, killccl 011 road, see 
Lawrence, 19411). 
QUEBEC (brcctling specimr~~s  only): Riviere Eastmain, 3 June 1983, NMC 80402, 
80409, male with testes 4x3, female ovary 5x4 mm; Rivierc Obinaco, 7 June 1983, NMC 
80397, 80401, male with tcstes 5x4 rnm; Temiscarr~ir 35 km N, 21 May 1983, juvenile, bill 
short anti b;rrely c-rossed. 
SASKATCHEWAN: Cypress Hills 1939, 1948, KOM 331 17-33120, NMC 33654.33637, 
33639-33640, 33643-33645, 336.17, 33649-33650, 33652,33656 (33644.5 June 1918, juvenile, 
bill crossctl but short) (Godfrey, 1950, mentions singing); Fond-du-Lac 1945, ROM 
72418-72426 (15 July 1945, family group, 72418 male, 72420 female, 72121 and 72422 
juveniles with hill short and not crossed, a few days out of nest; 16 July 1945, family 
groull, 72426 male, 72425 fcmale, 72423 and 72424 juveniles with bill short but crossed at 
tip; see also Houstorl, 1960). 
ALASKA: Atlmiralty Islantls (Mole Hal-bor, Windfall Harbor, Killisnoo) 1907, MVZ 
469, 470, 472-484 (MVZ 480 juvenile bill short, barely crossetl; MVZ 484 bill short, not 
crossed), lypc9 series of L. c. .sitkm.si.s; Prince of Wales Island 1920, FMNH 177755; Seward 
1919, AMNH 761739; Sitka 1894, 1896, 1919, CAS 47771, MVZ 34150, 34451, AMNH 
761723-761727, 761729-76173 1, 761733-761735,761737-761738; Wrangell Islantl 1946, CAS 
60549-60560 (CAS 60559, 30 March 1946, female, "ovary 5 mm, had rec-ently laid eggs, 
brood pa~ch  well tlevcloped"), other breeding records from February to April and in late 
surnmrr (Willet, 1921; Swarth, 1922; Gabrielson and Linroln, 1959). 
GEORGIA: "Georgia," November, 1823, Berlin 6982 (typc of pu.rzlln); Camden 
County (Grilfins Neck) 1907, LISNM 565948 (juvenile but bill crosscd); DeKalh County 
(Stone MI.) 21 Frbruary and 10 March 1951, LJGA 895-896, LlSNM 419171-419172, 
nestbuiltling seen, two males had testes 4 mm and 5 mm; 28 Mat-ch 1956, IIGA 4137-1139, 
male testes 3x2 nlnl and singing but both females with ova less than 1 mm; 1.iberty 
County (Midway) 1816, 1850, IJSNM 32400, 10535. 
IDAI-10: 1)isrnal Lake, Shoshone County, 4 September 1971, typc scries of L. c. reni, 
NMC 78910, "oviduc.t I-ather large, evidently used! Belly bare, not vrry thick," two 
acc.cssioncd 1980407, male molting from juvenile to adult plumage, testrs 5.8x4.5 mm; 
fcmale no notes on breeding contlition. Other sperimrns same series DEI, 39868, 39887; 
AMR (in SDMNH) 3624-3628, 3630-3633. 
MAINE: Lake tJrnbagog, July 1885-March 1886, AMNH 29800-211803, 29805, 83106, 
83115, 83157, 298114, 367752, MCZ 10948, 11082-11083, 11086, 11108-11109, 11113, 11118, 
11122, 11206, 11208, 11209, 11225, 11228, 11230, 11234, 211091, 211112, 211117, 295983, 
2115988, 295992 (the above series includes some of Brewster's collection numbet-s where no 
separate MCZ nl~rnbers were written on the labels), lJSNM 122281-122283, 151880. Some 
specimens were taken from bl-ecding populations; see Brewster (1937). 
MICIHIGAN: Alcona County (Glennie 8 mi NW) 1947, DEL 49925; Algcr County (Au 
TI-;~iri, Grand Mal-ais 11 mi S, Shinglrton 2 mi W, I.aughing Whitefish Rivcl-) 1947, 1968, 
1085, IIEL 49925, IIMMZ 114682-1 14683, 2141 18, 207623-207621. 207628, 207629; Antrim 
C:ou~ity (Elk Rapids) 1954, CMLI 62.169; Chatlevoix C:oi~iity (Petoskry) 1876. GRPM 
25171; Cheboygan County (Burt Lakr, Douglas Lake, Indian Rivci-) 1950, 1951, 1959, 
CMIJ 59.36, DEL 49923-49924, IIMBS 1681-1683, 1685, IIMEM 735-737, 74.1, 746, IIMMZ 
1 l9ti4 1 -  1 19649, 1 19748; Chippewa Courrty ((:a1 ibou I.ane, Eckerman, Goetzvillc, 
I I u lh~~r t ,  Paradise, Sault Ste. Marir, Sugar Island, Vern~illion, Whitefish Point) 1914, 
1925, 1937, 1951, 1960, 1968, 1984, 1985, CMlJ  68.95, 68325, MSIJ 2984, UMMZ 46245, 
55433, 91347, 91373, 91375, 1 19747, 207581-207585, 2141 19-214120, KNC unnumbcretl; 
Crawlord County (Lovells) 1930, 1961, CMII 61.49, IJMMZ 65975; Delta County 
(l<\canaba) 1883, USNM 106627- 106629, 163872; Emrnrt County (Cecil Bay, Wilderness 
State Park) 1947, LJMRS 1372-1375; Grnrsrr County (Brent <:I-rrk, Flushing) 1888, 1889, 
1891, AMNH 99842, FMNII 309766, 309793, MCZ 09842, MVZ 34432-34433, ROM 20581, 
20583, IJSNM 441880-441881; Gogebic- County (Ironwood, Littlr Girls Point) 1932, 1940, 
ITMMZ 69412-69413, 104893-104896, 106734- 106737, 113874-1 13875, 115588; Grand 
'I'ravcrsr County (East Bay Twp.) 1960, 1961, CMII 60126, 61244, 61.1, 61.2, 61308, 62377, 
62379, 67.22; Houghton County (McLaiii Park) 1950, M'1'EC:H 711; Iron County (Iron 
Mr.) 1888, 1889, MSIJ 1171-1176; Isabrlla County (C la~e  17 mi Mr) 1975, CMIJ 76.24, 
76.27, 77.06; Jackson County (Jackson, Notrrll Twp. ,  M'atci-loo) 1888, 1892, 1923, 1925, 
DEL 0521, 9523, MC:Z 40843, MVZ 11623-1 1625, IJMRS 848, IJMMZ 91097, 131957- 
131958, 1661 11-1661 15; Kalamazoo County (Kalarnaroo. Kcllogg Biological Station, 
T o d d  on M.13, Wintergrren I.akc) 18711, 1883, 1885, 1888, 1041, 1951, 1954, KCS 349, 
ITMBS 1287-1288, llMEM 715, IIMMZ 106327-106335, 110727, 119123-119424, 119981- 
119989, 119992-119993; Kcnt County (Grand Rapitls) 1861, 1878, 1883, 1897, GRPM 
23172, 28262, MCZ 5274, MSLJ 1162-1 164, 1167-1 168; 1.apee1 County 1951, IIMMZ 
1341 73, 15 1562-151564; 1.ivingston County (Ilnadilla) 1896, IlMMZ 38581-38582; Luce 
C:ounty (McMillan, Newberry) 1932, 1940, CM 55275-55276, 17MMZ 68573-68574; 
Mackinac County (St. Ignacr) 1985, IIMMZ 207626; Mat-cl~~rtte County (Big Ray, Huron 
Mts., M;rrtluettc, Pine River mouth) 1887, 1920, 1921, 1922, 1923, 1924, 1925, 1928, 1936, 
1941, 1948, 1950, 1960, 1961, CAS 35827-35830, DEL 49916-49926, FMNH 97701-97702, 
KCS 1131-1 132, MSII 7572, LIMEM 1158-1 159, ITMMZ 83383-83384, 110719-1 10725 
(ITMMZ 110721, 30 January 1941, female, ova 5.2 mni; 110722, 4 February 1941, female, 
ova 9.0 mm; 110725, 9 February 1941, female, ova 2.7 nrrrl; four males 28 January to 9 
Frhruary 1941, testes 2.6, 3.4, 3.8, 4.2 mm measured froin drawings on labels, differ from 
published approximations of Manvillr, 194 I ) ,  155579- 1555114, 156262-156264, 156288, 
208824.208831 (rcc p. 000 for brrrdiiig tlct;~ils), YALE 70433; Oakland County 
(Birmingh;~m) 1961, CMLI 66210; Ontonagon County (Carp Rivei-, Ontonagon) 1904, 
1921, MCZ 258837, UMMZ 224571-224572; Ost oda County (Lurrrne, Mio, Retl Oak) 
1948, IIMMZ 116257-1 16261, 116263-1 16264, 116278- 116283 (UMMZ 116280, 15 June 
1948, juvenile with short bill barely crossetl; birds with trsrcs 4-6 mm in length in 
February, Marc.21, and June); Presque lslr County (Nor t l~  Allis, T33N R8W) 1982, 1985, 
CMII 82.26, 82.33-82.35, LJMMZ 207625, 207627; Rorcom~non County (Eddy Rros. Camp) 
1889, YALE ,3621, 3997, 23263; Sanilac C o ~ ~ n t y  (Hlack River) 183.1, Berlin 6982, type of C. 
rnirzr~r; Schooltraft County (Creighton, Cusino, Mani\tique, Scnry, Shinglrton, T47N 
RIGW, Walsh) 1938, 1939, 1940, 1941, 19.59, 1960, 1976, 1982, 1984, CMU 80.98, KCS 81, 
I 112-1 116, 11 18, 1124, MTECH 745, IJMMZ 98920-93925, 130131)-131043, 155601-155602, 
166094-l(i6110, 205492, 207586-207588, 224573; St. Clair County (Burtchvillc Twp.) 1950, 
IIMMZ 119425; Waslitrnaw C:ounry (Ann Arbor, Ypsilanti) 1883, 1885, 1960, 1961, 1963, 
AMNH 26647, 113298, IJMMZ 1004a, 1 19425, 155 168- 155 175, 155595- 155596, 156232, 
156289, 156645, 157.1 19, 159335- 1593.38, 1661 18-166125; M'exford Czounty (Cadillat ) 1968, 
CMII 68.33, 68.40-68.41, 68161-68162. 
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MON'I'ANA: I.:rke County, Yellow Bay, 1951, ITMMZ 155658-155(i(i3. UMZM ,4323, 
4328, 4330, ,1332-,1335, 4337-,1339. 
NEW JERSEY: Burlington County (Quaker  Bridge) 21 June  1963, :ltlult rnalr 
accornl);rr~ying two juveniles x\rith bills s o m e w h ; ~ ~  crosscd 1 ) ~ 1 t  sliol-I, IJMMZ 159778, 
159779, 159863 (see Mu1 my, 1072). 
N O R T I 1  C A R O L I N A :  i l shev i l l e  1889, MCZ 2830,l-28305; B u n c o m b  C o u n t y  
(Wc:~vcrvillc) 1887, MC:% 219692-219693; C;~-c;rr Smoky MIS. (Mt. Guyot, Thrcc Forks) 
1931, IJSNM 501779, 378234, IIMMZ 166134; Mitchell County 1886, A M N H  83158; Mt. 
M i ~ ~ . h c l l  1930, 11132, IIMMZ 166131-16613.3. IJSNM 301776-301778, 338119, 379142, 
339854; 1<;11~igh 1887, 1967, MCZ 13836 (5 June  1887, juvenile, hill crossed h ~ r t  short),  
IJSNM 565197 (6  May 1967, juvenile, bill barely crossed, somc primaries in  sheath, "age 
ra 5 wcclts" 1-1. 8. 'l'ortloff), I J S N M  565198-565199 (male ant1 temalc adults, s;unr (lay, 
t;rkcn with ~ h r  j ~ ~ v c n i l r ) .  
NOR'I'I-I DAKOTA: ( ;~al ton 2-8 October 1931, typr wries of I.. c. h ~ n l z ,  LJMMZ 68332- 
(j83,18. 
0IIEC;ON: I ' o ~ t  Klarnatlr 7 Scptcmbcr 1882 to 1 1  D c r r m b c ~  1883, all hut three birds 5 
Dcc-crnbc~ 1882 to 8 Febricary 1883, types 5eries of I.. c. hr7zdzrri, ITSNM 91873.91894. 
SOIJ'I'II CAIIOL.1NA: C h a ~ l r s t o n  1887, 1888, MCZ 13760-13766, 13768.15770, 18822; 
(:l~rstcr 1887, AMNM 55392-55393; McPhcrsonville 1887, MCZ 2588'31, IJSNM 115432- 
1 15/135, 1 15,137- 1 15441; 'L'cm;~sscc 1888, MCZ 14240. 
SOII'L'H DIIKOI'A: I'ennington County City. S p ~ i n g  CI-eek Canyon) 1971, 
1974, 11175, 11177, 1978, 1983, OSNM 573578, 571894, 575373, 575755, 576032-576035, 
57(iO(i0-57(iO(i4, 576072-576073, 57(i!)(i0, 577137, 599158, 599651-599651 (several juveniles 
xvitli bills s h o ~ t  but crosscd at the tips, anti atlults with enlarged gonads). 
TENNESSF:E: Carter County (Road M o u n t a i ~ ~ )  1886, AMNH 83159; Great Smoky 
Mtns. 1880, IIMMZ 38583; Sullivan (:ounty (S of Bristol) 1965, LSIJ 82372. 
VIIIGINIA: Montgorncry (:oi~nty (Blac-kbburg), 1983, JGC; ( in VTECH)  KI, K2, K3, 
K4, 47, 51, 55, 56, 88, 125, 126, L5=1 12, 50417 ,  5 1 4 1 8  (p;rt-t of a series of adults of known 
call type 1:1kc11 with Ircc-flying i~~vcmilcs; somc femalrs with brood patch o r  enlal-get1 ova, 
and s c v c ~ ~ ~ l  o l  known tn; l te ,  Groth,  1984). 



